A Company Dedicated to
Challenges, Innovation,
and Continuous
Exploration
INTRODUCTION・・・Ima Group Inc. is a holding company that takes
charge of the overall management of its subsidiaries. The company

dedicates to providing a variety of excellent entertainment services to all

age groups. Without being conﬁned by a certain operation pattern, the

company integrates planning, development, production, and marketing into

one amazing entertainment service source. Utilizing innovative planning and

expanded operation strength, Ima Group Inc. aims to bring entertainment industry up to a

new high level.

COMPANY

Ima Group Inc.
A Group Holding Company・Plan the Future of Entertainment Enterprise
Manage Subsidiariesʼ Marketing, Developing, and Selling.

Banjihan Ace Inc.

SOL International Inc.

Primary sales agency of Bandai Co., Ltd.
Focused on the planning, production, and marketing of various
Dedicated to the marketing of capsule toys / trading cards. products: toys, hobbies, miscellaneous goods, and character merchandise.
Plans and sells goods at various events.
A promoter that goes beyond the traditional wholesaler.

Alpha Inc.

Dedicated to the marketing of capsule toys
and the leasing of capsule toys vending machines.
Contributes to the marketing /
management of childrenʼs gaming machines
and amusement machines.

SHANGHAI TUOHUA TRADING. CO., LTD
Overseas subsidiary of Banjihan Ace Inc.
Dedicated to the marketing of capsule toys.
Plans and sells goods at various events.

Studio Deen Inc.

Dedicated to animation planning
-including production, ﬁnishing, 3D development,
shooting composition, and editing. Also focused
on character creation business, original content
development, and music creation / marketing.
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90 million (Capital Reserve)
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・・・・・・・November to October
Oﬃcers・
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・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・Chairman & CEO
Director
Auditor
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・・・・・・・15
Number of Employees・

Shinichiro Ikeda

Masahiko Shimada

Hajime Yasuda

Main Banks ・
・
・・・・
・・
・・・・・・・・
・・・
・・・・・・・Mizuho Bank, Ltd.（Kaminarimon Branch）

ACCESS
Head Oﬃce

Bank of Mitsubishi UFJ, Ltd. (Asakusa Branch)

(As of April 2019)

Komagata Plaza Bld. 4F, 1-3-16, Komagata, Taito-ku, Tokyo, 111-0043, Japan
TEL: +81-3-5806-2056 FAX: +81-3-3841-4049
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